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FLIGHT SAFETY?

To ensure operational capability by preserving human and
material resources through prevention of aircraft accidents.
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The flight Safety Office (FSO) needed to know how accurate the awareness was
of safety attitudes related to safety topics and the potential areas of errors.

The focus was:
1) to determine in a reliable way the degree of risk of each of a series of flight
situations.
2) to create a risk perception scale in order to have an evaluation instrument
available to measure the perception of risk in pilots and/or future pilots.
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Inventory for the Evaluation of perceived risk situations for
Helicopter Pilots (I.E.S.R./H.)

GENERAL OBJECTIVE
3

Paper and pencil
instrument

Related to:

“Incidents” and “Risk Factor”

Other atributional and cognitive categories of errors



- "Risk Factors" those conditions, whether human or
environmental, that  contribute to increasing the
probability of the occurrence of an accident.
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-"Incidents" events that involve risk or danger for
people, material or property, without any damage
actually occurring.



Specific objetives

1.- Create a list of potential error

2.- Classification of items into logical dimensions or factors

3.- Selection of the items, maintaining those with the greatest
psychometric value.

4.- Obtaining the corresponding scale value for each item.

5.- Developing the final measures of Quantity and Quality of
perceived risk.

6.- Psychometric properties and norms for its interpretation.
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133 volunteer military helicopter pilots.
 Male.
 Age: 24 - 52.
  +3 years flight exp.

METHOD

Sample:

27More than 1600 hrs.

29Between 1200 hrs. And 1600 hrs.

43Between 600 hrs. And 1200 hrs.

34Less than 600 hrs.

Number of participantsFlight hours
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List based on real data extracted from accidents, incidents or risk
situations from:
- Personal Interviews,
- Documentation from FSO files related to accidents and
incidents.
- And specialized publications

METHOD (cont.)

Sources of information:

Prior version of  IESR/PH
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The Spanish original acronym for each dimension are: INC for Incidents; FAC for Risk
Factors; INF for Infractions; ERH for Skill; APR for Rules and APC for Knowledge.

Procedure (1)

METHOD (cont.)

Incidents
Risk Factors
Infractions.
Skill.
Rules.
Knowledge.

Gathering and classification of the items (1st & 2nd. Objectives)

The criterion for accepting an item in a category was the agreement between
three of the four FSO officials who collaborated.
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Dimensions
or
cathegories



Procedure (2)

METHOD (cont.)

Selection of items, maintaining those with the greatest
psychometric value (3rd Objective)

Consistency -“Alpha of Cronbach”-

Total number of items was reduced to 106.
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1--2--3--4--5--6--7--8Faulty planning of routes and/ or procedures.4-

1--2--3--4--5--6--7--8Collision, abrupt manoeuvre or inadvertently passing wires
or other obstacles.

3-

1--2--3--4--5--6--7--8Making a faulty flight plan or doing it hastily.2-

1--2--3--4--5--6--7--8Mobilizing an alert by not adjusting to the flight plan; Not
communicating their variations or Not closing them.

1-

Valuation risk:
Min.<-------------->Max.

ITEM

Subjects responded to a Likert type scale (1 to 8)



Procedure (3)

METHOD (cont.)

Obtaining a scale value for each item in terms of the amount
of perceived risk (4th Objective)

To find the level- most representative value- of risk for each of
the situations expressed by the items.

Method: “equal-appearing intervals” (Thurstone,1928) (also
McIver & Carmines, 1981), with some minor variations (1 to 8
point scale).

The Median of the judgements made for a sample of experts was
the scale value for each item.
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Procedure (4)

METHOD (cont.)

Developing the final measures of Quantity and Quality of
perceived risk, and the procedures for scoring each item and
factor (5th Objective)

“Quantity of Perceived Risk” (CRP),

“Quality of the Risk evaluation made” (QLVR)..
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METHOD (cont.)

The Inventory for the Evaluation of perceived risk
situations for Helicopter Pilots (I.E.S.R./H.). Description

(Partial reproduction)

1--2--3--4--5--6--7--8Faulty planning of routes and/ or procedures.4-

1--2--3--4--5--6--7--8Collision, abrupt manoeuvre or
inadvertently passing wires or other
obstacles.

3-

1--2--3--4--5--6--7--8Making a faulty flight plan or doing it
hastily.

2-

1--2--3--4--5--6--7--8Mobilizing an alert by not adjusting to the
flight plan; Not communicating their
variations or Not closing them.

1-

N times
to others

N times to
you

Valuation risk:
Min.<-------------->Max.

QUESTION
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Selection of the items and their classification in logical factors.

RESULTS

Logical factors obtained, number of items for each one and an example of the content.

Logical factors N items Example

Violations 20 Flying more than 5’ with the “20’ fuel“ light lit

Skill 13 Touching some obstacle (approaches, 
confined areas...) with the fuselage 

Rules 17 Not turning off the heat with power requirement 

Knowledge 19 Unawareness of limits

Incidents 50 Some obstacle touching the fuselage

Risk Factor 52 Unawareness of limits
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Scale value. (1)
RESULTS (cont.)

Scale value (risk in the item) obtained for SKILL

Scale value (risk in the item) obtained for KNOWLEDGE

734Bothered by the personal equipment.59

645Inadequate speed-distance estimation.99

878Erroneous action, delay in the action or hastiness
in an emergency manoeuvre.

111

878Touching some obstacle (approaches, confined
areas, etc.) with the fuselage

93

Fs.Fi.Scale valueContents of the ItemItem number

623Inexistence or lack of use of a normalized
terminology inside the cabin.

74

644Not foreseeing a series of events over time.72

867Unawareness of limits.53

867Over-confidence48

Fs.Fi.Scale valueContents of the ItemItem number
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RESULTS (cont.)

Scale value (risk in the item) obtained for INCIDENTS

 

634Lack of confirmation in the interchanges of information.73

534Error in assigning the time necessary to carry out an action
directed toward another crewmember.

69

878Unexpectedly crossing with another aircraft.91

878A weapon goes off on board at the wrong time or place, in
shooting practice.

75

Fs.Fi.Scale valueContents of the ItemItem
number

312Smoking in flight without being at the controls.29

523Inexistence or lack of use of a normalized terminology inside
the cabin.

74

867Flying without the ability or license required for the case.24

867Flying in a limited psychophysical state (dizziness, drowsiness,
confusion, respiratory or barometric problems,..).
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Fs.Fi.Scale valueContents of the ItemItem
number

Scale value (risk in the item) obtained for RISK FACTORS

Scale value. (2)
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RESULTS (cont.)
Measures developed (1)
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RESULTS (cont.)
Psichometric properties

Reliability:

Internal consistency (Alpha of Crombach) between ,90 and ,97
(N=133)

The temporal stability was tested with a reduced sample of 25
pilots. The Pearson “r” coefficients after one month were found
to lie between 0,97 and 0,99 for the CRP variable and between
0,70 and 0,92 for the QLVR variable in the different logical
factors.
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RESULTS (cont.)
Psichometric properties

Validity:

 Number of situations
registered by the FSO

after 10 months

Number of situations listed in
the final version of the IESR/H

inventory
%

Risk Factors 35 28 80%

Incidents 102 81 79%

Correlation coefficients between CRP, QLVR and the “Collisions” variable

 CRP Collisions (TIC test)

CRP  -,274**

QLVR ,347**** -,427****

** : p =<0’01
*** : p=< 0’005
**** : p=< 0’001

Predictive/Discriminant Validity

Ecological validity
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CONCLUSIONS

1) This new method will
help us to evaluate risk
situations while they are
only incidents. This means
that it is not necessary to
wait for accidents to occur
in order to evaluate aspects
such as attitudes toward
flight safety.
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CONCLUSIONS

2) In the context of Flight Safety, we
have developed a method of scaling
the relevant risk stimuli (factors and
incidents) for the Office of Flight
Safety. Finding a scale value for each
frequent risk situation in handling
helicopters, whether it is considered a
“risk factor” or an “incident” or within
any of the other dimensions or factors
considered.
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CONCLUSIONS

3) Finally, we have developed a new psychological
evaluation instrument that can prove useful, among
other things, for pilot selection tasks, flight safety
evaluation programs, pilot instruction or research.
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Thank you for your atention!
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